Electronic ballasts can be operated with both AC and DC current. Therefore in cases where emergency lighting is required, there is no need to install a separate emergency lighting system (no additional investment costs).
Fluorescent lamps cannot be connected directly to the power supply as they are unable to regulate power and would not strike. The ballast ensures that the lamp electrodes are preheated, suffice voltage is generated to strike the lamp and that the discharge current is controlled.
This function is achieved by both electromagnetic (conventional switchstart and low loss) and Electronic
High frequency ballasts.
Electronic ballasts operate fluorescent lamps with high-frequency voltages and currents (40-100 kHz).
The starting voltage is generated internally (no starter required) and the power factor is > 0,95 (no capacitor required for correcting the reactive power).
Electronic ballasts from TridonicAtco start fluorescent lamps with a defined warm start.
Digital, electronic ballasts for fluorescent lamps

PC 1x36 E011
After a specific period in which the lamp electrodes are pre-heated, the lamp is ignited using a preset igntion voltage. Warm starting the lamp protects the fluorescent lamp cathode and allows for frequent switching during the life of the lamp. 
High comfort High Quality Lighting through high frequency operation
Electronic ballasts operate fluorescent lamps at a higher frequency (40-100 kHz) than mains power 50 Hz. The effects of this are all very positive: the gas discharge is more constant than with conventional ballasts which interrupt the lamp current at 50 Hz 100 times a second. The visible results of this constant gas discharge include:
• no cathode flickering (even at low temperatures)
• no stroboscopic effects (particularly important on rotating parts of machinery)
Overall improved visual comfort due to improved lighting quality.
Visual comfort and performance due to ASIC light management
High frequency ballasts from TridonicAtco are manufactured using the latest in ASIC technology and lamp management.
• The lamps start reliably without nuisance flickering or noise
• In the event of a fault, the lamp is switched off automatically without causing any further faults (flashing of faulty lamps)
• Safe shut down when the lamp comes to the end of its life
Disturbance free infrared
Electronic ballasts from TridonicAtco have an operating frequency of > 40 kHz and therefore do not interfere with IR remote control facilities (36 kHz).
Low weight
Compared with electromagnetic chokes electronic ballasts have a low weight. • 
Fast wiring
